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Professional cleaning made simple



Highly integrated control panel The angle of brush head to ground
can be adjusted 

Battery Cable version

扒头采用防撞
设计

Squeegee assembly/brush cover are both
collocated with anti-collision design

T35E T35B
Working width 430mm
Squeegee width 780mm
Efficiency 1845㎡/h
Brush pressure 35Kg
Brush RPM 180rpm

35L
40L

1150*490*1100mm

Brush motor AC110V/750W DC24V/550W
AC110V/230/400W DC24V/400W

12V*2

26Kg*2
53Kg

Vacuum motor
Solution tank
Recovery tank
Dimension
Battery

15mCable length
Battery weight
Equipment weight

Logistics Center School Factory

Supermarket Hospital Airport and station

01 02

Easy to do maintainance
No tools needed when change the rubber
blade, one blade can be used in four ways, 
very durable

Compact size, flexible to operate
Compact size, flexible to operate,

better for cleaning narrow and
crowded area, can either forward, or retreat

Solve the problem of charging
（T35B）

Build-in charger, more convenient
in charging

Ergonomic Handle,
comfortable while operating

Ergonomic Handle, many way to hold it,
Improved operator comfort

and cleaning flexibility

T35B

T35B

T35E

T35E

Super endurance

Intelligent brush disc speed

Professional cleaning made simple

Parameters Application scenarios

The battery compartment can support a 
battery with a capacity of up to 100AH, 
providing 3 hours of continuous working time

The cleaning brush will gradually accelerate 
and reach the rated speed after starting to 
ensure that the ground will not be damaged 
by the brush. It is worn by sudden operation, 
effectively protecting ground luster and 
reducing brush hair loss


